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COPY DATE FOR APRIL SEGMENT IS  
1st MARCH 2021 

EDITORIAL 

First of all, I would like to wish everybody a very happy, healthy and prosperous 
New Year. 
Secondly, I have been asked by John Boreham, our Treasurer, to remind those 
of you who have not yet paid your SE Group annual subscription of £10.00 
(which was due in January) and wish to renew their membership to the Group, 
should do so as soon as possible to ensure continuity of membership. His 
address is Copse House, Copse Bank, Seal, Kent, TN15 0DE. 
Please note that in order to stay as a member of the SE Group you have to be a 
member of IAM RoadSmart. 
Stay safe and enjoy your driving. 

KEYLESS CAR TECHNOLOGY FUELS 
RISE IN CAR THEFT 

Keyless technology has been the driving 
force behind a rise in car thefts over the 
past four years, according to new data. 

LV General Insurance figures show that in 
each of the last four years – 2016-19 – 
‘theft of’ car claims have risen by 20 per 
cent, with keyless car thefts accounting for 
the lion’s share of claims. The average cost of these claims ranges from £6,000 
to almost £15,000 depending on the type of claim. 

‘Theft of’ claims also include incidents relating to burglary, leaving the vehicle 
unlocked or accidentally leaving the keys inside the car. 

Keyless car technology is being used across the board in the latest cars, but it’s 
leaving vehicles vulnerable to theft from technology-savvy criminals. Relay 
devices are used to make the car ‘think’ that the key is present by amplifying the 
actual key’s signal. Thieves usually stand next to a property’s front door with the 
device and relay a key’s signal out and towards the parked vehicle. 

Once successful, the car can be opened, started and driven away within 
seconds. 

Heather Smith, managing director at LV General Insurance, said: “From keyless 
cars, to Apple’s CarKey partnership with BMW, which means drivers can unlock 
and start their vehicle with an iPhone, car technology continues to advance. 

“But unfortunately so do the methods criminals use to steal them, so consumers 
need to keep on top of new innovations and take extra precautions to ensure 
they stay one step ahead of criminals who may try and take advantage of them, 
and their cars.” 

The claims data has shown an increase across the UK’s main urban areas with 
London, Birmingham and Nottingham among the cities seeing the biggest 
spikes. London, in particular, has seen vehicle theft claims increase by 265 per 
cent since 2016, while Birmingham, Nottingham and Greater Manchester have 
experienced increases of more than 100 per cent. 
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HOW TO MAKE A SAFE U-TURN 
A driver was fined after making an illegal U-
turn on the M4 motorway near Slough. This 
followed a collision in Cornwall, when a U-
turn resulted in two drivers suffering ‘severe’ 
injuries. 
Releasing a statement about the incident, 
Devon and Cornwall Police said: ‘Two 
vehicles were involved with both drivers 
sustaining severe injuries. It would appear that one of the vehicles was trying to 
perform a U-turn. 
‘We would also like to take the opportunity to remind all road users that the ‘No 
U-turn’ signs have been placed on the carriageway for serious safety reasons. 
‘It is a very dangerous manoeuvre which has caused a number of fatalities over 
the years.’ 
But what is a U-turn and why is it considered to be such a dangerous 
manoeuvre? 
What is a U-turn? 
As the name suggests, a U-turn involves making a 180-degree turn in the road. 
In one complete manoeuvre, the car ends up facing in the opposite direction. A 
U-turn is not to be confused with a three-point turn, which involves reversing. 
Although it is legal to make a U-turn in the UK, there are situations in which the 
manoeuvre is prohibited. Get it wrong, and you risk three points on your driving 
licence and a fine. Even worse, you could endanger the lives of other road 
users. 
When is a U-turn illegal? 
The most obvious indication that U-turns are prohibited is the ‘No U-turns’ sign. 
This is a red outer circle surrounding a black ‘U’ with a line through it. However, 
as this page on the Transport for London website explains, you should also pay 
attention to signs showing you the direction you must take. 
A U-turn is also considered illegal if one of the following happens: 
You cross a kerb 
You cross double white lines in the centre of the road 
You are driving on a one-way street 
How to make a U-turn 
A U-turn should be a last resort, especially in busy urban areas. U-turns are 
often performed when a driver misses a turn, so they tend to be the result of a 
rushed decision, with less thought for road safety. 
If in doubt, pull up on the side of the road, consider your options, then make an 
informed decision. Alternatively, turn left or right at the next junction and obey 
the traffic laws before entering the road. 
Consider the following: 

 Is it safe and legal to make a U-turn? 

 Will I endanger or inconvenience other road users? 

 Is the road wide enough to complete the manoeuvre in one turn? 

 Do you have clear visibility of the road? 
continued 
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To the guy who invented zero - Thanks for nothing! 

If you must perform a U-turn, pull up on the left-hand side of the road. A U-turn 
will take a few seconds to complete, so make sure the oncoming traffic is clear 
before starting the manoeuvre. 
When it’s safe to do so, check your mirrors, indicate right, check your mirrors 
again (including any blind spots), then make the turn. Cancel the indicator and 
check the rear-view mirror when the manoeuvre is complete. 
Keep an eye open for motorcyclists, cyclists and pedestrians, as they might not 
be visible in your mirrors. There’s also a chance that they won’t be aware that 
you’re making a U-turn. 
If you’re making a U-turn on a road with a designated filter lane on the right-
hand side, turn on your indicator and wait for the oncoming traffic to clear. Don’t 
rush it – make sure you have enough space to complete manoeuvre without 
stopping or having to reverse. Pay attention to the traffic lights – the filter lane 
might not work in tandem with the lanes on your left. 

SAFETY ORGANISATION CALLS FOR MORE 
POLICE TO HELP PUNISH THOSE USING A PHONE 
WHILE DRIVING 

Calls have been made for more officers to ensure 
mobile phone use behind the wheel is effectively 
policed after a loophole in the law was closed. 

Making a call or texting while is already illegal, but the 
wording of the legislation saw some drivers exploit a 
loophole that allowed them to use the camera or 
choose music. 

However, the new law will see anyone using a hand-
held phone in any way while driving facing a fine of 
£200 and six penalty points on their licence. 

Road safety and breakdown organisation GEM 
Motoring Assist has welcomed the updated law, but its 
chief executive, Neil Worth, warned it was ‘now vital for more roads policing 
officers to be available to ensure the new law would be effective’. 

He added: “The update to this law is welcome, because any activity involving a 
mobile phone while driving is a potentially fatal distraction. 

“But we must see more police patrols out there looking for the drivers who 
continue to flout the rules. Action needs to be taken against anyone who is 
prepared to risk their own life – or someone else’s – by selfishly using a hand-
held phone while driving.” 

In 2019, the High Court overturned the conviction of 51-year-old builder Ramsey 
Baretto, who had been seen by police using his phone to film the scene of a 
serious crash as he drove past. 

He had been convicted for ‘driving a motor vehicle while using a hand-held 
mobile telephone’ but had this overturned on appeal because the wording of the 
law referred specifically to using a phone for external communication. 
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IS IT ILLEGAL TO RUN OUT OF FUEL ON A M’WAY? 
Contrary to popular belief, it’s not illegal to run out of 
fuel on a motorway. However, there are many reasons 
why you should avoid running out of petrol or diesel. 
The Motorways Traffic (England and Wales) 
Regulations 1982 permits stopping on the hard shoulder 
‘by reason of a breakdown or mechanical defect or lack 
of fuel, oil or water, required for the vehicle’. 
It goes on to say that a vehicle should be ‘allowed to 
remain at rest on that hard shoulder in such a position 
only that no part of it or of the load carried thereby shall obstruct or be a cause 
of danger to vehicles using the carriageway’. 
Crucially, stopping on the hard shoulder is permitted only if the emergency arose 
after entering the motorway. So is it illegal to enter a motorway with insufficient 
fuel? Solicitor Martin Langan says not, but the situation is far from clear. 
“The regulations in relation to fuel state simply that stopping on the hard 
shoulder is permissible if you run out of fuel. There might, however, be a case 
for saying that where you knew you did not have enough fuel when you entered 
the motorway, then you are guilty of either driving without due care and attention 
or driving without reasonable consideration for other road users. 
“Certainly, if running out of fuel caused an accident due to your sudden slowing 
down or stopping on the motorway, you could not rely on running out of fuel as a 
defence to a charge of careless driving if you knew or ought to have known that 
you were low on fuel.” 
The risks are ‘huge’ 
This is an important point. It means that, while running out of fuel on a motorway 
isn’t illegal, there could be implications if it risks the safety of you, your 
passengers and fellow road users. The fixed penalty for careless driving is £100 
with three points on the driver’s licence. 
In 2017, a motorist was fined for running out of fuel and stopping on the M1 
motorway. A spokesperson for Derbyshire Police said: “Motorways are obviously 
high-volume, high-speed roads and the risks posed by coming to an avoidable 
stop are huge. 
“Luckily there were no injuries, but the potential for a serious collision was clear.” 
‘Very little sympathy’ 
The most serious examples will go to court, where offenders may face higher 
penalties. A court can issue an unlimited fine and put nine points on a licence, 
but the fine is unlikely to exceed £5,000. Last year, a driver of a Ford S-Max was 
fined £2,000 when he ran out of fuel on the M62 near the Eccles Interchange. 
Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart director of policy and research, said: “We have very 
little sympathy for drivers who run out of fuel on the motorway. 
“There is no excuse for entering a motorway with low fuel or if you know 
something is wrong with your car. A breakdown puts you and your passengers 
at very high risk – many fatal crashes on a motorway involve a stationary 
vehicle.” The message is simple. While it’s not an offence to run out of fuel on a 
motorway, you could be charged if doing so results in a collision. Make sure you 
fill up before entering a motorway. 
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF GEARBOX EXPLAINED 
There was a time when the vast majority of cars in the UK were sold with 
manual gearboxes. However, as automatic transmissions have improved over 
the years, so has their popularity. 
As the technology has advanced, we’ve seen a variety of different transmissions 
developed, many gaining their own confusing acronym. 
Here, we’ve put together a list of the most common types of gearbox and what 
they mean. 
Manual transmission 
The classic. This involves using a gear stick to choose which gear you want to 
be in. You use a clutch pedal to disengage the gearbox with your left foot and 
switch between gears using your left hand. 
One of the key advantages of this gearbox is that it gives the driver full control 
over which gear they want to be in, meaning you can drop a gear to get away 
quickly or stay in a higher gear to save fuel. 
Torque converter 
The rest of the transmissions in this list are variations of the automatic gearbox, 
and the torque converter is the classic example of this. 
Instead of using a clutch to disengage the engine from the gearbox when 
switching gears, it pushes fluid around a sealed case called an impeller. This 
section transfers the energy from the engine into the fluid, which is then 
transferred to the output shaft. 
The advantages of this are smooth acceleration from low speeds, as well as 
high torque at low engine revs. 
Single-clutch transmission 
These are sometimes referred to as automated manuals, because they are 
essentially manual transmissions that shift automatically. Therefore, they use a 
traditional clutch to disengage the engine between shifts. 
While the theory is sound, in practice most manufacturers have struggled to 
make them work properly. BMW had the best-known example, but it was known 
for sluggish, jerky shifts, with the technology now superseded by dual clutch 
transmissions. 
Dual-clutch transmissions (DCT) 
As the name suggests, there are two clutches in play with these gearboxes. In 
its most basic form, there will be a separate clutch system for the odd and even 
numbered gears. 
The gearbox can therefore pre-select the next gear before a shift happens, 
which means the shifts are considerably faster than with other types of gearbox. 
In performance cars, this has been developed to the point where gear changes 
are almost imperceptible. 
Continuously variable transmission (CVT) 
This is one of those incredible technological feats that, in practice, still needs 
some work – but if manufacturers find a way to make them more pleasant to 
drive, they will beat all other gearbox types. 
In its most basic form, it uses a cone shape with a band around that and another 
axle. The band can be moved up and down the cone to vary its length and 
therefore the gear ratio. 

continued 
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Theoretically, it offers infinitely variable ratios between its upper and lower limit, 
meaning it can be perfectly optimised for fuel-efficiency or performance at any 
given time. 
The downside is that, for the driver, acceleration feels bizarre – like the car is 
pulling against a rubber band – while the accompanying noise has a horrible 
drone. The latest CVTs from Honda feel much better, so there’s hope for the 
gearbox yet… 

WHAT IS THE MARGIN FOR ERROR OF UK 
SPEED CAMERAS? 
Speed limits are there for a reason, and you 
should adhere to them to the best of your 
ability. However, we’ve all edged a few miles 
per hour beyond the limit at times – 
occasionally followed by a heart-stopping 
moment when you spot a roadside camera. 
All speed cameras have a margin of error that 
allows for small excesses of speed. This 
threshold varies depending on the limit itself, so what are the facts? 
Speed camera tolerances 
Auto Express magazine did some digging on the issue, including procuring 
figures from many of the UK’s police forces via Freedom Of Information (FOI) 
requests.  
Nearly all the forces that responded quoted a threshold of ’10 percent plus 
2mph’. That applies for both the ‘Gatso’ and ‘Truvelo’ style cameras, along 
with average speed check zones using multiple cameras at regular intervals. 
Doing the maths, that means ‘accepted’ speeds could be as high as: 
79mph in a 70mph limit 
68mph in a 60mph limit 
57mph in a 50mph limit 
46mph in a 40mph limit 
35mph in a 30mph limit 
Note the quote marks, though. This threshold is optional for police forces and 
certainly shouldn’t be treated as a speed to aim for. 
Interestingly, two forces reported a ’10 percent plus 3mph’ threshold: Lancashire 
and the London Metropolitan Police. So you add another mile per hour to each 
of the numbers above. 
According to Auto Express, the reason for this higher tolerance in London is due 
to higher traffic volume. In Lancashire, it’s just to allow a little more wiggle-room. 
Why do cameras have a margin of error? 
Different cars display speeds to varying levels of accuracy. Some will show 
you’re doing 60mph, when you’re actually travelling at 57mph. 
Construction and use regulations specify your speedo can over-read by 10 
percent, but under-read by zero percent 
The threshold is there, effectively, so that drivers have no excuse if caught. If 
you are flashed, it’s more likely you are deliberately breaking the limit than 
drifting just beyond it. It serves the interests of fairness and reduces workload for 
the justice system. 
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A PICTURE PAINTS A THOUSAND WORDS. 
DASHCAM TIPS FROM IAM ROADSMART 
We have all seen the publicity on TV and online 
that exposes bad driving on our roads in the UK 
and worldwide. The essential ingredient that 
draws us all in is the dash-cam footage of the 
bad behaviour – a picture paints a thousand 
words. There is no doubt that dash-cam footage 
is invaluable in exposing scam claims and can 
be of benefit when it all goes wrong. Here are 
some simple essentials to consider if you are 
fitting a camera to your car. 

 If possible, get the camera fitted 
professionally. The wires will be concealed and the unit itself properly 
secured in a location that does not impede your vision. If fitted correctly the 
unit will not provide any distraction to you while driving. 

 If you have fitted the camera yourself, you need to get a balance between 
replicating the driver’s view and making sure the unit is not a distraction. 
Remember wires dangling across the windscreen or controls will affect your 
control. 

 Make sure the unit is recording and set correctly – there is no point in having 
the camera if the memory card is still in the box or the setting requires 
manual activation and you forgot. Always make sure you activate before you 
start your journey.  

 The best units will give a view to the front and the rear, this will give a better 
perspective of any incident especially if your collision is from the rear.  

 The camera lens will not necessarily pick up all the information you are 
seeing as the driver. There may be relevant information to the sides of the 
vehicle that is not recorded. Be aware the clip may be of poor quality or too 
short to see the developing situation. 

 Most importantly, the camera is not a substitute for good driver behaviour. It 
will tell the story of an incident from its own perspective, whoever is to blame. 
But if we are behaving properly and maintaining our Advanced Driving 
standards on the road, the extra information afforded by the camera, should 
an incident happen, will of course be beneficial. 

 If you do record an incident make sure you save or copy the clip correctly, it 
may be required by your insurance company or the police. 

Richard said: “The benefits of having access to the footage far outweigh the 
possible problems if it has all gone wrong. Remember the recording is a last 
resort, it means that you have been unable to avoid an incident and are now 
trying to mitigate the circumstances. Is there information in the clip that allows 
you to learn? Could you have done something differently to avoid the problem? 
If you do record evidence of the bad behaviour of others, make sure you assess 
your part and if you can learn anything about your own driving before sharing. 
The best footage to have is of a safe journey with no incidents, and then a short 
piece of your car safely parked. The dashcam is no substitute for good training 
and better driver behaviour.”  
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WHAT DO YOU NEED TO KNOW 
ABOUT DRIVING IN EUROPE 
AFTER BREXIT? 
Are you ready for 2021? The UK has 
left the European Union, the 
transition period came to an end on 1 
January… and a deal that’s so 
pivotal to UK automotive has now 
been struck. 
So, what does all this mean for UK 
motorists hoping to travel abroad? In 
short, things will change – and they will get more complicated. 
Here’s everything you need to know for driving in Europe legally and safely after 
Brexit. 
Brexit European driving checklist 

 Driving licence 

 Passport 

 Registration document(s) 

 International driving permit(s) 

 Insurance green card(s) 

 GB sticker 
Licence and driving permits 
In a welcome update, transport secretary Grant Shapps has confirmed motorists 
do not need an International Driving Permit to drive abroad for short stays post-
Brexit.  
The UK government has secured agreement with all 27 EU member states to 
recognise UK driving licences without an IDP. 
Some may still prefer to take the belt-and-braces approach, though, and get an 
International Driving Permit What’s more, they’re needed in some countries 
(such as Denmark) if you plan to stay for longer than 90 days. 
You can pick up IDPs from the Post Office. They’re cheap, at £5.50 each, 
although you may need more than one. 
For more information, read our full guide to International Driving Permits, what 
they’re for, which ones you need and how to get them. 
Needless to say, it’s advisable to keep your driving licence and passport close to 
hand when travelling, too. 
Although UK driving licences currently carry the European flag, they will still be 
valid until the expiry date of the licence. 
Earlier this year, the DVLA announced an 11-month extension for UK driving 
licences expiring in 2020. 
Insurance and green cards 
You need car insurance wherever and whenever you drive. However, when it 
comes to driving in the EU, you will need an insurance green card. To obtain 
this, you’ll need to contact your insurance company at least a month before your 
intended European visit. 

continued 
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When driving abroad, keep your green card close to hand, as well as your 
insurance documentation. 
You’ll need more than one green card if you’re towing anything, such as a trailer 
or a caravan. That’s also true if your policy comes up for renewal while you’re 
away, so try to avoid renewal and travel overlapping.  
Read more about how Brexit will affect your car insurance. 
Vehicle registration documents and ID 
You’ll also need to take your vehicle’s registration documents with you. If it’s 
your car, you will need your V5C (car logbook). 
If you’re driving a rental or a lease car, you’ll need a VE103 form as proof of your 
right to operate that vehicle. Keep these handy at all times, as you may need to 
produce them. 
You’ll also need a GB sticker, regardless of if your plates have ‘GB’ or the 
European symbol on them.  
After 31 December 2020, it is not possible to fit a new number plate displaying 
the EU symbol. 

AGM NOTICE 

The SE Group AGM is to be held on 9 March, probably remotely given the 
present Covid situation. IAM RoadSmart HQ has the following recommendation 
regarding Committee members: 

 “All officers and one-third of the remainder of the group committee members 
must retire annually by rotation and may offer themselves for re-election by 
group full members at the Annual General Meeting (“AGM”). Nominations for 
committee members should be submitted to the Secretary and received not less 
than 7 (seven) days prior to an AGM. Nominations must be proposed and 
seconded in writing, by letter or email, by group full members. Nominations will 
only be accepted from the floor of an AGM if a written nomination for that 
committee position has not been received prior to the meeting and the person 
nominated from the floor is present and agrees to be so nominated and 
seconded.” 

By the time of the AGM, your Chair, Secretary and all Committee members 
except the Treasurer will have been in post for more than three years. They are 
offering themselves for re-election. 

As part of the plan for the future, the Committee has decided to elect a Vice 
Chair.  Michaela Halse, proposed by the Chair and seconded by the Secretary, 
has agreed to stand and is supported by the Committee. 

IAM RoadSmart HQ recommends that Group Officers (The Chair, Secretary and 
Treasurer) change every three years. Whether such a frequent change would be 
operationally prudent, or indeed possible, in terms of attracting unpaid 
volunteers, is open to debate. 

The Chair urges anyone interested in joining the Committee, or simply finding 
out what that might entail, to get in touch. He is keen to build on the success of 
the group and prepare it for the future.  

Members should please keep an eye on the website for further updates 
regarding AGM issues. 
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THE AFFAIR 

A middle-aged couple had two beautiful daughters but always talked about 
having a son.  

They decided to try one last time for the son they always wanted.  

The wife got pregnant and delivered a healthy baby boy.  

The joyful father rushed to the nursery to see his new son. 

He was horrified at the ugliest child he had ever seen.  

He told his wife, “There's no way I can be the father of this baby. Look at the two 
beautiful daughters we have! Have you been fooling around behind my back?” 
The wife smiled sweetly and replied: 'No, not this time!' 

HOW TO DRIVE IN THE SNOW 
Around this time of year the UK is often battered by strong winds and rough 
weather, but occasionally things get bad even by our standards. 
Although the UK is currently in a national lockdown, there are various reasons 
why you could find yourself on the road when snow has hit. Here’s how to 
minimise the risk of an incident. 
Take it easy 
Driving in the snow is completely different to any other conditions. You should 
already slow down when it rains, but in the snow you should slow much further 
because grip levels are massively reduced. 
Not only should you slow your speed, you should also slow your inputs. 
Accelerate and brake gently, and make sure steering inputs are smooth and 
relaxed so you don’t cause any slip at the wheels. 
Visibility is important 
With snow and ice covering your car, the first thing you should do before setting 
off is clear every window. Don’t be tempted to just clear the area directly ahead 
of you – all round visibility is vital. 
When the weather is poor, you should also make sure you’re visible to others. 
Check your bulbs before every journey – it only takes a minute – and make sure 
you carry spares just in case. Fog lights are important when it’s foggy, but don’t 
use them when visibility is quite clear as they can blind other drivers. 
Make sure you’re prepared 
Preparation can be the difference between facing a minor inconvenience or 
getting stranded. Consider packing a winter driving kit, with helpful items such as 
a high-visibility jacket, warm clothes, snow grips for your shoes, emergency 
snack, and a power bank to charge mobile phones. 
If the weather’s expected to be really bad, consider a shovel for clearing snow, 
while a piece of rug can be great for placing under tyres to get some grip and 
haul you out of a tight spot. 
Don’t drive 
Despite all the advice above, the best advice of all is not to drive. Sometimes it’s 
essential, such as caring for a vulnerable person, but if you can avoid getting 
behind the wheel at all you should. 
If you’re a new driver or inexperienced in poor weather, it could be worth asking 
a more experienced friend or family member to drive if it’s an essential trip. 
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Group Night Diary 

 
 
 
 

9th March 2021 
58th AGM 

 
 
 

8th June 2021 
(To be advised) 

 
 
 

14th September 2021 
(To be Advised) 

If you would like to organise a Group Night or have any 
suggestions for a Speaker, then please contact a 
member of the Committee. 
 

Their details can be found on page 24. 

Meetings are held at the Small Hall, Crofton Halls, York 
Rise, off Crofton Road, Orpington, BR6 8PR 

Doors open 7.15pm for 7.45pm start 
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HOW TO CHANGE A WHEEL ON YOUR CAR 
Cars are big, complicated beasts, and many of us have no idea how to fix them 
when something goes wrong. 
Fortunately, breakdown services are on hand to get us out of trouble when 
there’s a big issue, but there are a few basic skills anyone can learn that can 
save you time and money at the roadside. 
Changing your wheel is one of those things. So, if you get a puncture and have 
a spare tyre in the boot, you could be back on the road in minutes with some 
basic, inexpensive tools. Here’s what you need to do… 
Find a safe place to stop 
This might seem obvious, but making sure you’re in a safe position to work on 
the car is important. For example, you’ll be beside the car, so don’t stop 
somewhere that forces you to work on the car in a live carriageway. 
You should also find somewhere solid and level, place a warning triangle behind 
the car, and wear a high-visibility jacket. 
Get your equipment out of the boot 
Once you’re in position, take the spare wheel out of the boot, along with the jack 
and wheel brace. You should note that many modern cars do not have a spare 
wheel and instead give you a foam that plugs the gap in the tyre if it’s not too 
big, so this is worth checking. 
If you don’t have the right tools for the job, you should head down to your local 
car parts store when the car’s in perfect working order. They’re not very 
expensive and can be placed under the boot floor until you need them. Of 
course, it’s worth doing this well ahead of time so you’re not left stranded. 
You might also need locking wheel nuts. There might be a nut on each wheel 
that’s specific to your car which requires a special adapter to remove it. It’s a 
security feature, so make sure you have this in the car at all times. 
Loosen the wheel nuts 
With the car still on the ground, place the wheel brace over the nuts and loosen 
each one without removing them. You might need to put your foot on the brace 
and use your body weight to loosen them. 
Raise the car using the jack 
Check your owner’s manual to find where the jack point is – this is a sturdy spot 
on the chassis that can take the weight of the car. Then use the jack to lift the 
car until the wheel is just off the ground. 
Remove the wheel nuts 
Once the wheel is clear of the ground and can spin freely. Grab the wheel brace 
again, this time fully removing each wheel nut. Make sure you’re careful not to 
drop any as they can roll away and be lost quite easily. 
Swap the wheels 
With the wheel nuts removed, carefully take the wheel with the flat tyre off the 
car and roll it safely to one side. Then grab your spare wheel and place it beside 
the car, lining the holes up with the bolts, before lifting it onto the car. 
Tighten the wheel nuts 
Use the wheel brace to tighten each of the wheel nuts, securing the wheel in 
position. You can then lower the jack to put the car back on the ground, before 
returning to the wheel nuts to fully tighten them. Do this, and you’re good to go! 
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SMART MOTORWAYS CAUSE 
CONFUSION FOR MAJORITY OF UK 
DRIVERS, SURVEY SUGGESTS 
Less than half (48%) of UK motorists know 
the rules for using smart motorways, a 
new survey suggests. 
Just over one in four (27%) drivers say 
they are aware of what a smart motorway 
is but do not know the relevant 
regulations, according to the poll 
commissioned by road safety charity 
Brake and breakdown recovery firm Green Flag. 
A further quarter (25%) of the 2,010 drivers questioned said they do not even 
know what a smart motorway is, let alone what the rules are. 
Smart motorway rules include not driving in lanes below a red X. 
Drivers are also urged to use refuge areas when possible if they suffer an 
emergency or breakdown, rather than stopping in live lanes. 
Smart motorways are used to increase capacity without the more disruptive and 
costly process of widening carriageways. 
They feature various methods to manage the flow of traffic, including variable 
speed limits and using the hard shoulder as a live running lane. 
Once Highways England is alerted to a stopped vehicle in a live lane, overhead 
gantries will display a red X to indicate the lane is closed. 
But there are concerns it can take too long to spot a stranded vehicle and that 
some drivers ignore red Xs. 
BBC Panorama found at least 38 people have died on stretches of smart 
motorways in the past five years. 
A lorry driver was jailed for 10 months last week for causing the deaths of two 
men in a collision on a stretch of smart motorway. 
Jason Mercer, 44, and Alexandru Murgeanu, 22, died when a lorry driven by 
Prezemyslaw Szuba, 40, ploughed into their stationary vehicles on the M1 near 
Sheffield on June 7 last year. 
An “evidence stocktake” published by Transport Secretary Grant Shapps in 
March stated the risk of a collision between moving vehicles is lower on smart 
motorways than conventional motorways but the chance of a crash involving a 
moving vehicle and a stationary vehicle is higher when the hard shoulder is 
removed. 
It led to an 18-point action plan that included installing more places to stop in an 
emergency and faster roll-out of a radar-based system to detect broken-down 
vehicles. 
Highways England insists smart motorways are “at least as safe as, or safer 
than, the conventional motorways they replaced”. 
The smart motorway network covers around 500 miles in England, with an 
additional 300 miles planned by 2025. 
Brake director of campaigns Joshua Harris said: “Drivers are confused about the 
rules of driving on smart motorways and communication efforts must urgently be 
stepped up to help avoid more tragic incidents on these roads.             continued 
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“We welcome the measures the Government has outlined to improve smart 
motorway safety and urge them to follow this evidence-led approach for all UK 
roads. 
“With more than 75 deaths and serious injuries on our roads every day, 
improving road safety must be a priority for this Government.” 
Green Flag head of service delivery Damon Jowett said: “While the smart 
motorways system allows for drivers to get to their destination more easily, 
understanding of the rules is paramount to ensure road safety. 
“Our latest report has highlighted concerning gaps in driver awareness.” 
Steve Gooding, director of the RAC Foundation, said: “Mile for mile, motorways 
are our safest roads, but they could be safer still. 
“Ministers have promised to close the knowledge gap through better information 
campaigns. These numbers reveal how big that gap actually is.” 
A Highways England spokesman said: “We are committed to making journeys 
on our roads safer and better for everybody and in the new year we’ll launch our 
latest campaign to increase awareness and understanding, particularly around 
what to do in the event of a breakdown. 
“Meanwhile we welcome any research which together with our own insight help 
us understand what road users think and can help inform future road 
safety campaigns.” 

CAR FOG LIGHTS: HOW AND WHEN 
TO USE THEM 
Driving in winter can be difficult, and 
fog frequently makes the dark mornings 
and evenings more dangerous. It is 
important to know exactly how all your 
lights work on your car – and when you 
should use them.  
When there is fog, you should 
have your headlights turned on. 
However, many modern cars come with automatic headlights, which don’t 
always respond to foggy conditions. You may therefore need to switch them on 
manually. 
The next consideration is whether to supplement your car’s headlights with fog 
lights. 
What are fog lights for? 
It sounds obvious, but bear with us. Rear fog lights are indeed for foggy 
conditions. But more importantly, they are for other drivers, not you. They don’t 
help your own vision. 
Like your indicators, they are a sign to others that visibility is limited. And, of 
course, an indication that you are nearby. 
When should I switch my fog lights on? 
This is where things get hazy (so to speak) and it’s a subject of much debate. 
Especially as inappropriate use of fog lights is a bugbear for many motorists. 
Use the other cars around you as an indication of whether they are necessary. 
Look at the car 100 yards ahead and judge how well you can see it. If you can 
see it clearly, fog lights aren’t warranted.                                                continued 
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QUICK THINKING 

A pensioner drove his brand new Mercedes to 100 mph. Looking in his rear 
mirror, he saw a police car behind him. He floored it to 140 then 150, then 155. 
Suddenly he thought “I’m too old for this nonsense” so he pulled over to the side 
of the road and waited for the police car to catch up with him. 

The officer walked up to him, looked at his watch and said “Sir, my shift ends in 
10 minutes. Today is Friday and I am taking off for the week-end with my family. 
If you can give me a good reason that I have never heard before why you were 
speeding, I will let you go.” 

The man looked very seriously at the policeman and replied “Years ago my wife 
ran off with a policeman. I thought that you were bringing her back.” 

The cop left saying “Have a good day Sir…” 

If the car is lost in the haze, with only glimmers of light to be seen, then it’s time 
to switch your fog lights on.  
This is especially important on the motorway, given how fast you and the cars 
around you are travelling. Truthfully, if conditions are that bad, we’d hope 
speeds will be below the 70mph limit. 
As soon as conditions clear, it’s important to switch your fog lights off. 
What if I leave my fog lights on? 
Fog lights have a very specific purpose. Using them when they’re not needed 
can dazzle other drivers, and even obscure other lights on your car. You don’t 
want your brake lights to be invisible because your rear fogs are outshining 
them. 
It’s a legal issue, too. If the police see you driving with your fog lights 
unnecessarily, a £50 on-the-spot fine could be issued. 
How do I turn my fog lights on? 
By law, all cars built since 1986 must have at least one rear fog light. This will be 
operated using a switch with a symbol similar to those above. 
Front fog lights aren’t a legal requirement, but many cars have them fitted as 
standard. In most cars, they can be switched on using the same stalk as the 
headlights, or by a button on the dashboard. 
The symbol for fog lights can be seen on the rectangular switch in the picture 
above. If the wavy line is to the left of the lamp graphic, those are your front fog 
lights. If the wavy line is to the right, this activates your rear fog lights. 
You will also see a warning symbol on the dashboard to confirm fog lights are 
on. 
Any other tips for driving in fog? 
First of all, it’s usually beneficial not to use your main beam. While it might be 
tempting to flick it on to give a better view, in thick fog it will cause reflections 
and reduce visibility even more. 
Drive slowly, and leave a bigger gap to other vehicles in case they have to stop 
suddenly. 
When you’re stopped, for example at traffic lights, keep your foot on the brake 
pedal so your brake lights are lit up, making you more visible to other traffic. 
When a car stops behind you, though, use your handbrake and remove your foot 
from the brake pedal to avoid dazzling the other driver. 
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WORD SEARCH ~ BE MY VALENTINE 
 

Hidden in the grid below are the names of 24 words relating to Valentine’s Day. 
They may read horizontally, vertically or diagonally, but always in straight lines. 

K W R M Q I M C F M S Z F B S 

M R C U S M I T T E N N L L R 

T F C H L A K S T M D L O A R 

S F V V A L E N T I N E Y E L 

A O H S U R C P X O E J A P U 

S B R Y A N M U I N I T L P G 

N O Q E N O I T C A R T T A O 

N Y D R C K A H D U F L Y S R 

A F F U I U A O E A L L H S N 

W R P S T N R L V D R S L I G 

K I S A T E O Z O E I L V O V 
D E F E Q V O Z L R G H I N S 

S N D R E R I S E D Z A A N J 

I D Q T K E H H B M O F D Z G 

L R O M A N C E P O Z C U T P 

ADORE CHERISH ENCHANTED PASSION 

APPEAL CRUSH GIRLFRIEND ROMANCE 

ATTRACTION CUPID INFATUATION SMITTEN 

BELOVED DARLING KISSES TREASURE 

BOYFRIEND DEAREST LOVE TRUELOVE 

CHARM DESIRE LOYALTY VALENTINE 
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THE HISTORY OF IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT 
Today’s drivers have never had it so good. Thanks to streaming services, 
internet radio and podcasts, your choice of music and entertainment on the 
move is almost limitless. 
Gone are days when you’d spend hours creating a holiday mixtape, or filling the 
footwells with a dozen CDs before a long journey. Now, you can switch from 
King Crimson to Kings of Leon, or Queensrÿche to Queens of the Stone Age, in 
royally quick time. 
A hundred years ago, things were very different. Aside from chatting to your 
passenger or listening to the engine, there was little to take your mind off the 
terrible road surface. In those days, even a dreary DJ in the afternoon would 
have been preferable to radio silence. 
The rate at which in-car entertainment develops is such that the stuff we lusted 
over just a couple of decades ago has been rendered totally obsolete. The 
cassette player has gone, and the CD player is hanging on like Debbie Harry on 
the telephone. 
Here, we’ve created a mixtape of the life and times of in-car entertainment. 
Early Days and Latter Days 
Born in 1873, Lee de Forest was an inventor who held many patents on the 
technology of radio, television and film. Known as the ‘father of radio’, de Forest 
demonstrated a radio-equipped car at the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis. 
His technology was effective, but without commercial radio stations, de Forest’s 
wireless device was like a songbird without a voice. 
The in-car radio took a backseat while inventors perfected the technology 
required for amplitude modulation (AM) radio transmission, but before 1920, 
there was no concept of broadcast radio. 
Things started to change in 1922 when the first ‘in-car’ radios began to appear. 
That they were little more than portable battery-powered radios adapted for use 
in a car is irrelevant – they laid the foundations for in-car entertainment. 
George Frost, president of the Lane High School Radio Club in Chicago, 
installed a clumsily-fitted device in a Ford Model T and proudly adorned the 
windscreen with a banner proclaiming the arrival of the ‘First Radio Equipped 
Car’. 
In the same year, the Daimler Light 30 featured a Marconi eight-valve receiver 
fitted in the rear compartment and a large frame aerial on the roof. It received 
perfect reception from Marconi House, but it came at a cost; approximately 25 
percent of the cost of the car. 
Frankly, the best and most cost-effective option was to take your gramophone 
for a ride. 
Radio Ga Ga 
Meanwhile, Chevrolet offered the first factory-fitted unit in the United States. The 
Westinghouse radio was listed as a $200 option – an extravagance on a car with 
a list price of $525. 
“With a car equipped in this fashion, it is possible for a family to drive anywhere 
within 100 miles or so of a broadcasting station and picnic while their car 
amuses or instructs them with music, sermons or wireless telegraphy,” 
reported The Literary Digest.                                                                   continued 
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A radio was too expensive and far from practical. In the Chevrolet, the antenna 
covered the entire roof, batteries filled the space under the front seats, while 
huge horn speakers had to be erected in the back. 
Other problems included the constant need for re-tuning, the interference from 
ignitions and spark plugs, and the fact that the sound was emitted through the 
head unit and not an external speaker. In the days before speakers, the engine 
really did kill the radio star. 
Systems such as the Airtone 3D and Philco Transitone of the late 1920s barely 
moved the technology forward, but radio was to take a giant leap forward in 
1930. 
Golden Years 
Paul and Joseph Galvin owned an electronics firm specialising in battery elimi-
nators for radios. The pair met William Lear (of Learjet fame) and Elmer Waver-
ing who were showcasing a car radio in Chicago. 
The unit solved the static interference problem, and the team pressed forward 
with plans for a mass-produced and inexpensive in-car radio. The first installa-
tion in Paul Galvin’s Studebaker caught fire. Undeterred, he drove 800 miles to 
attend the Radio Manufacturers’ Association convention in New Jersey. 
Without the funds required for a stand, Galvin parked the Studebaker outside the 
convention hall and pumped up the volume. Orders flooded in, and Motorola 
(Motorised and Victrola) was born. 
Radios soon became regular options, first on new Chrysler models, with other 
manufacturers following suit. On this side of the Atlantic, Crossley Motors be-
came the first British car to offer a factory-fitted radio. Also in 1933, Ford created 
radio dashboard panels, while three years later, push-buttons were added. In 
1938, the first telescopic ‘whip’ antenna appeared. 
Prices dropped as the technology evolved and the in-car radio enjoyed a boom 
time in the years following the Second World War. This was the ‘golden age’ of 
radio, with motorists free to enjoy transmissions at home and in the car. 
GM’s Delco Radio division produced its millionth car radio in 1940, and by 1946 
it is thought that around nine million motorists had a receiver installed in their 
car. The technology was no longer the preserve of the wealthy. 
New Adventures in Hi-Fi 
AM remained the standard radio player throughout the 1930s and 1940s, but 
with FM radio introducing high-fidelity sound to the home, motorists were soon 
asking: “What’s the frequency, Kenneth?” 
Edwin Armstrong had patented FM in December 1933, but AM remained the 
dominant force until the mid-70s. From an automotive perspective, FM turned a 
corner in 1952, when Blaupunkt introduced the first in-car AM/FM receiver. 
A year later, Becker launched the first premium in-car radio. Called the Mexico, 
the head unit featured AM and FM bands and a fully automatic station-search 
function. The tide was turning: FM was shifting up a gear. 
The 1950s was also a decade of innovation and experimentation. The idea of 
playing vinyl records in the car might seem preposterous today, but back then it 
was pretty much the only means of listening to your own music on the move. 
The in-car record player was the MP3 or streaming service of its day. 

continued 
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You Spin Me Round (Like a Record) 

CBS Labs developed an in-car record player designed to be mounted beneath 
the dashboard. As 12-inch records were too big for the car, CBS used heavier 
seven-inch vinyl records explicitly created for the ‘Highway Hi-Fi’ head unit. 

Chrysler offered the in-car record player as an option from 1956, but the technol-
ogy was short-lived. It was too expensive, there was a limited choice, and the 
systems were far from reliable. Other problems included the need for the driver 
to switch records on the move and where to store the vinyl. 

Attempts to improve and refine the technology resulted in mixed fortunes, but 
the spinning vinyl was about to be stopped in its tracks by the next major mile-
stone in the history of in-car entertainment. Enter the eight-track player. 

We can thank William Lear (yes, the jet man… again) for the eight-track player. 
In 1963, Lear unveiled the Lear Jet Stereo 8 – a simpler and more durable de-
velopment of the four-track Muntz Stereo-Pak cartridge. 

The 8-track player made its automotive debut in 1965 when Ford offered it as a 
dash-mounted option in Mustang, Thunderbird and Lincoln models. The car-
tridge reigned supreme for the rest of the 60s and most of the 70s, but it was on 
borrowed time. 

Miss Europa Disco Dancer 

Becker claimed another first when it launched the Europa in 1968 – the first car 
stereo. But the cassette player was waiting in the wings, ready to sign the death 
warrant for the eight-track. 

It’s likely that Philips created the first in-car cassette player when it launched the 
RN582 in 1968 – Becker offered similar solutions in 1969 – but the tape wouldn’t 
secure mass-market appeal until the mid-70s. 

For the motorist, it was a dream come true. Whether they were listening to a 
‘Musicassette’ of the latest album, or a home recording of the Top 40, the cas-
sette player was, at the time, the perfect mobile music device. 

The cassettes were small enough to fit in a glovebox, cheap enough to buy in 
bulk, and presented an ideal opportunity to show an act of true love and devo-
tion. If a boyfriend or girlfriend created a mixtape for you, it must have been love. 
Little wonder some three billion cassettes had been manufactured by 1988. 

But by then, the cassette player was facing a fight for survival. Pioneer intro-
duced the world’s first in-car CD player in 1984 (although Sony might dispute 
this), with Mercedes-Benz becoming the first manufacturer to list it as an option 
in 1985. 

The Great Beyond 

The cassette player held on valiantly in the late 1980s and early 1990s, but the 
CD player took the throne in the late 90s. The Lexus SC430 of 2010 was the 
final car to offer an in-dash cassette player. 

For a while, the CD player’s star burned bright. The compact disc was a durable 
device and, thanks to home computing and the CD-R, it was possible to create a 
modern take on the mixtape format. For car dealers, a CD autochanger was an 
easy upgrade to offer willing punters. 

continued 
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The CD player saw off the brief threat of the in-car MiniDisc player, but it was 
powerless to prevent the rise of the MP3 player. At first, it wasn’t easy to 
connect an MP3 player to the car, but once a solution was found, there was no 
stopping the MP3. 
In 2001, Apple launched the iPod and, even if the transition to the car wasn’t 
immediate, consumers would no longer be satisfied with half a dozen CDs 
housed in a plastic box in the boot or cassettes clogging up the footwells. 
My Generation 
The in-car CD player is clinging on for dear life, but it’s unable to prevent the 
march of DAB radio, multiple USB ports, internet radio, podcasts, Spotify, Apple 
Carplay and Android Auto. 
Cutting edge in-car entertainment is no longer a luxury. In just five years, Apple 
Carplay has gone from debuting on the Ferrari FF to becoming standard 
equipment on budget superminis. It takes a bold manufacturer today not to offer 
Carplay or Android Auto on the list of options. 
In-car entertainment will continue to evolve. Soon, cars will play music to match 
your mood or the road you’re driving on. And you’ll be able to share your playlist 
with the driver of the car alongside you as you queue on the ring road. 
Meanwhile, older motorists will bore you with tales of mixtapes, autochangers, 
eight-tracks and the warm feeling of listening to Radio Luxembourg on long-
wave. That’s the just the way it is. 

HOW A DIRTY CAR COULD COST YOU 
£1,000 
Washing your car in winter can feel like 
thankless task. However, you could face a 
£1,000 fine if your number plates are 
obscured by dirt. 
“Although there is no law against having a 
dirty car, the law is very clear when it comes 
to keeping your number plates clear; you risk 
a £1,000 fine if you allow it to become obscured,” said Neil Worth, GEM road 
safety officer. 
“A number plate must be readable and not covered by dirt. This is to ensure a 
vehicle can be identified as and when required.” 
On wet roads covered in salt and grit, number plates may need cleaning on a 
daily basis. But you don’t need to wash the entire car – a few paper towels 
soaked in hot water should make the plates legal again. 
Keep your lights clean, too 
As well as your keeping your number plates clean, it’s important to ensure your 
lights are shining bright as they should. 
With the short winter days and long nights, lights are at their most essential at 
this time of year. Make sure your car’s headlights, tail lights, fog lights, side 
repeaters and reflectors are all wiped down and clean. 
“It makes sense to get into the habit of giving your number plate a regular wipe – 
every day when conditions require. Do the same for your front and rear lights, 
and you will be doing your bit for safety during this risky time of year,” said 
Worth. 
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HOW TO AVOID DAMAGING YOUR 
CAR ON GRITTED WINTER ROADS 

Winter roads are often coated with grit to 
improve grip and reduce the risk of 
accidents. Gritter trucks travel slowly and 
you will probably need to overtake at 
some point. But will passing a road gritter 
mean inevitable stone chips and damage 
to your vehicle? 

Here’s what you need to know when 
following a road gritter – including how to pass with maximum safety and 
minimal risk to your car’s paintwork and windscreen. 

What is road grit? 

Road grit is not actual ‘grit’. Years ago, it was a mix of sand, small stones and 
salt, but these days, rock salt is used. This is softer and less damaging than 
stones; the sound you hear is often the ‘splatter’ of salt rather than the impact of 
gritty stones. 

Some authorities use a product called Thawrox+. This is a mixture of rock salt 
and a food-grade agricultural by-product produced in the sugar refining process. 
The manufacturers say it offers a smoother flow with less binding, so the spread 
pattern is more efficient. It also gives less ‘bounce’, so the spread rate can be 
reduced – again helping lessen the risk of damage to passing cars. 

Sometimes, grit is ‘wetted’ before being spread, so it starts acting on the road 
surface more quickly. Again, this is less likely to damage passing cars. 

Rock salt is largely sourced in the UK from three huge mines deep underground. 
It is ground away by machines rather than by hand. Before being transported to 
stores, it is treated with an anti-caking agent. 

How do road gritters operate? 

The most efficient speed for gritting a road is between 40mph and 50mph. 
Gritters try to stick to this speed, even on motorways. On three-lane 
carriageways, gritters will drive in the middle lane, so all three lanes can be 
treated equally. 

Usually, when a gritter is spreading salt, its amber lights will be flashing. 

Salt spreading is automated and adjusted by speed. When the gritter stops, it 
will cease spreading salt until it moves again. The equipment at the rear 
contains an ‘agitator’ to ensure salt is spread as evenly as possible. 

Following a road gritter is a horrible sensation, and it sounds like your paint and 
windscreen are being chipped to pieces. However, thanks to a combination of 
the latest road grit and salt spreader technology, it often sounds worse than it is. 

If you’re careful about how you follow a gritter, the risk of damage should be 
minimal. You just need to go about it in the right way… 

What is the safest way to pass a road gritter? 

The best way to pass a salt spreader is to minimise your time exposed to 
danger. In this case, it’s the spray of salt out of the rear of the vehicle. 
Therefore, hang back out of the way of the road grit and then, when it is safe 
and clear, swiftly overtake.                                                                      continued 
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GROSS INDECENCY 
At Bromley Magistrates Court recently, a man was found not guilty of gross 
indecency. In summing up the judge said that it was the only verdict that could 
be reached as the man had only been indecent 143 times. 

Your objective should be to minimise the clatter noise you hear. If you’re on a 
single carriageway, leave a clear distance until you overtake; on a motorway, do 
the same, but without ‘lane-hogging’.                                                       
On four-lane motorways, gritters will often travel in the second lane. Experienced 
drivers will travel in the fourth lane with a second car in the third lane acting as a 
‘shield’ between them and the gritter. It’s very satisfying when you manage it.                                                                                    
What if I think a gritter has damaged my car? 
The government has a comprehensive guide for motorists who think their car 
has been damaged by a road and want to seek compensation. However, it also 
has a disclaimer: ‘You can’t claim compensation if debris from another vehicle 
caused the damage. Contact your insurer instead’. 
It is unlikely that any claim for chipped paint or a broken windscreen you think 
was caused by a road gritter would be accepted. But if you could provide clear 
evidence, such as dashcam footage, it could still be worth trying to claim. 
How do I spot a road gritter? 
You would think spotting a road gritter would be obvious. Not so for some: last 
winter, there were nearly 40 incidents involving people driving into gritters. 
Often, the expensive salt-spreading equipment at the rear was damaged, taking 
that gritter out of action. 
Following research with the Transport Research Laboratory, Highways England 
now paints its gritters in one block colour: bright orange. This emphasises the 
‘solid’ shape of the vehicle, which the research indicated would help salt 
spreaders stand out as much as possible. 
How advanced are the latest road gritters? 
Highways England has taken delivery of a new generation of road gritters built 
by Romaquip. They feature new technology that allows route information to be 
pre-programmed using GPS. 
This means salt is spread automatically, taking into account bridges, road 
features and other specific landscape details. It means salt isn’t wasted, drivers 
can fully concentrate on the road and, theoretically, there’s less risk of ‘stray’ salt 
being splattered onto cars rather than the road. 
The UK’s biggest operator of road gritters is Highways England. It runs 535 
winter vehicles to cover 4,400 miles of motorways and A-roads. 
What about gritting local roads? 
Highways England is only responsible for motorways and A-roads; local roads 
are the responsibility of the relevant local council. 
If you live in England or Wales, you can find out which roads your council will grit 
by entering your postcode into a GOV.UK tool. 
What should you NOT do when you see a road gritter? 
Remarkably, Highways England says there are a growing number of instances 
where drivers take to the hard shoulder to avoid a road gritter. 
Quite apart from being illegal, this is highly dangerous as stranded cars could be 
hidden from view. Also, if the road is untreated, the area most likely to be icy is 
the unused section of the hard shoulder. 
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